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Abstract: A personalized thermal comfort prediction method is proposed for use in combination with smart controls
for building automation. Occupant thermal comfort is traditionally measured and predicted by the Predicted
Mean Vote (PMV) metric, which is based on extensive field trials linking reported comfort levels with the
various factors. However, PMV is a statistical measure applying to large populations, and the actual thermal
comfort could be significantly different from the predicted value for small groups of people. Moreover it may
be hard to use for a real-time controller due to the number of sensor readings needed. In the present paper,
we propose Robust Locally Weighted Regression with Adaptive Bandwidth (LRAB), a kernel based method,
to learn individual occupant thermal comfort based on historical reports. Using publicly available datasets,
we demonstrate that this technique is significantly more accurate in predicting individual comfort than PMV
and other kernel methods. Therefore, is a promising technique to be used as input to adpative HVAC control
systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Energy-efficiency for buildings is currently a topic
of major interest, especially with increasing energy
costs. In particular, the HVAC (heating ventilation
and air conditioning) system, which ensures thermal
comfort conditions in offices (during both wintertime
and summer), on the other is one of the main energy
consumers in a building. For this reason, accurately
predicting comfort levels for the occupants can en-
able one to avoid unnecessary heating or cooling, and
thus improve the energy efficiency of the HVAC sys-
tems. A number of thermal comfort indices (indica-
tors of human comfort) have been studied for the de-
sign of HVAC systems (Fanger, 1972; Gagge et al.,
1986), the most widely used of which is the Predicted
Mean Vote (PMV) index, which was developed by
Fanger (Fanger, 1972). However, to find appropri-
ate set-point temperatures with the PMV standard,
the designer has to make assumptions about cloth-
ing and activity of occupants. Moreover, for small
groups of people within a single room or zone in a
building, PMV may not perform an accurate predic-
tion as pointed out in (Kumar and Mahdavi, 2001) and
in (Humphreys and Nicol, 2000). To address these is-
sues, newer standards such as the recently accepted
revisions to ASHRAE Standard 55, that include a

new adaptive comfort standard (ACS) (de Dear and
Brager, 2002), suggests an alternative (or a comple-
mentary) theory of thermal perception based on the
psychological dimension of adaptation, which may be
particularly important in contexts where people’s in-
teractions with the environment (i.e. personal thermal
control), or diverse thermal experiences, may alter
their expectations, and thus, their thermal sensation
and satisfaction. In particular, the level of comfort
perceived by each individual also depends on their de-
gree of adaptation to the context and to the environ-
mental changes, and therefore the specificity of each
individual should be taken into account to learn and
predict comfort satisfaction.

For these reasons, in the present paper, we pro-
pose an alternative approach tailored to individual oc-
cupants, which relies on historical data on individ-
ual responses to internal environment conditions. We
propose Robust Locally Weighted Regression (Cleve-
land, 1979) with an Adaptive Bandwidth (LRAB), a
kernel based method, to learn, automatically, the com-
fort model of each user based on their history. We ap-
plied this method using up to three input variables (in-
side air temperature, humidity and mean radiant tem-
perature) which do not require expensive sensors and
are easy to measure. Finally, we compare the pro-
posed method with both PMV and a standard kernel
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method, the Nadaraya-Watson kernel method (with
different kernel functions), using publicly available
datasets (ASHRAE, RP-884). Our experimental re-
sults show that LRAB outperforms both the PMV and
the Nadaraya-Watson kernel method in predicting in-
dividual comfort, and hence it is a promising tech-
nique to be used as an input to the heating/cooling
control systems in an office environment.

The paper is organised as follows: in the next sec-
tion, some background on PMV and on alternative ex-
isting techniques are reported. Then, in section 2, the
Nadaraya-Watson kernel and the proposed method are
described, while in the section 3, the experimental re-
sults using a public dataset are shown. Finally, in sec-
tion 4, conclusions and future directions are reported.

1.1 Previous Research

Many methods have been proposed for comfort eval-
uation and prediction; a comprehensive overview is
given in (Olesen, 2004). However, as stated in the
previous section, the most widely used of these is the
PMV index, which has been an international standard
since the 1980s (ASHRAE, 2010), (ISO, 1994). The
conventional PMV model predicts the mean thermal
sensation vote on a standard scale for a large group
of people in a given indoor climate. Like the other
methods described in (Olesen, 2004), it is a function
of two human variables and four environmental vari-
ables, i.e. clothing insulation worn by the occupants,
human activity, air temperature, air relative humidity,
air velocity and mean radiant temperature. The values
of the PMV index have a range from -3 to +3, which
corresponds to an occupant’s thermal sensation from
cold to hot, with the zero value of PMV meaning neu-
tral. As mentioned above, PMV is not just an index
to measure the comfort level, but it is also, and espe-
cially, a model to predict the thermal sensation given
the indoor environmental conditions. It has been val-
idated by many studies, both in climate chambers and
in buildings (Busch, 1992; Yang and Zhang, 2008).
The standard approach to comfort-based control in-
volves regulating the internal environment variables
to ensure a PMV value of zero (Shukor et al., 2007;
Yang and Su, 1997; Freire et al., 2008).

1.1.1 Predicted Mean Vote and its Alternative
Versions

Although PMV can be succesfully used in a design
phase (both for houses and buildings), it has some
drawbacks when used for HVAC controllers. Firstly,
it requires a substantial amount of environmental data.
For a controller in real-time this information is only
accessible via sensors. However some measurements,

such as air velocity, require costly sensors, while,
there are no sensors for variables such as clothing and
activity level. Secondly, PMV is a statistical measure
which assumes a large number of people experienc-
ing the same conditions. For small groups of peo-
ple within a single room or zone in a building, how-
ever, PMV may not be an accurate measure. (Ku-
mar and Mahdavi, 2001) analysed the discrepancy
between predicted mean vote proposed in (Fanger,
1972) and observed values based on a meta-analysis
of the field studies database made available under
ASHRAE RP-884 and finally proposing a framework
to adjust the value of thermal comfort indices (a
modified PMV). The large field studies on thermal
comfort described in (Humphreys and Nicol, 2002),
(de Dear and Schiller Brager, 2001) and (Humphreys
and Nicol, 2000), have shown that PMV does not give
correct predictions for all environments. (de Dear
and Schiller Brager, 2001) found PMV to be unbi-
ased when used to predict the preferred operative tem-
perature in the air conditioned buildings. PMV did,
however, overestimate the subjective warmth sensa-
tions of people in warm naturally ventilated buildings.
(Humphreys and Nicol, 2000) showed that PMV was
less closely correlated with the comfort votes than
were the air temperature or the mean radiant temper-
ature, and that the effects of errors in the measure-
ment of PMV were not negligible. Finally the work
in (Humphreys and Nicol, 2002) also showed that the
discrepancy between PMV and the mean comfort vote
was related to the mean temperature of the location.
In addition to the relative inaccuracy, the PMV model
is a nonlinear relation, and it requires iteratively com-
puting the root of a nonlinear equation, which may
take a long computation time. Therefore, a number
of authors have proposed alternative methods of cal-
culation to the main one proposed in (Fanger, 1972).
Fanger and (ISO, 1994) suggest using tables to de-
termine the PMV values of various combinations be-
tween the six thermal variables. (Sherman, 1985) pro-
posed a simplified model to estimate the PMV value
without any iteration step, by linearizing the radia-
tion exchange term in Fanger’s model. This study in-
dicated that the simplified model was only accurate
when the occupants are close to being comfortable.
(Federspiel and Asada, 1992) proposed a thermal sen-
sation index, which is a modified form of Fanger’s
model. They assumed that the radiative exchange and
the heat transfer coefficient are linear, and they also
assumed that the clothing insulation and heat gener-
ation rate of human activity are constant. They then
derived a thermal sensation index that is an explicit
function of the four environmental variables. How-
ever, as the authors said, the simplification of Fanger’s
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PMV model results in significant error when the as-
sumptions are not respected. On the other hand, in
(Bingxin et al., 2011) and (Atthajariyakul and Leep-
hakpreeda, 2005) different approaches have been pro-
posed in order to compute PMV avoiding the difficult
iterative calculation. The former proposes a Genetic
Algorithm Back Propagation neural network to learn
user comfort based both on historical data and real-
time environmental measurements. The latter pro-
poses a neural network applied to the iterative part of
the PMV model that, after a learning phase, based on
historical data, avoids the evaluation of such iterative
calculation in real-time.

1.1.2 Beyond the PMV

Recent trends in the study of thermal environment
conditions for human occupants are reported in the
recently accepted revisions to ASHRAE Standard
55, which includes a new adaptive comfort standard
(ACS). According to (de Dear and Brager, 2002) this
adaptive model could be an alternative (or a comple-
mentary) theory of thermal perception. The funda-
mental assumption of this alternative point of view
states that factors beyond fundamental physics and
physiology play an important role in building occu-
pants’ expectations and thermal preferences. PMV
does take into account the heat balance model with
environmental and personal factors, and is able to ac-
count for some degrees of behavioral adaptation such
as changing one’s clothing or adjusting local air ve-
locity.

However, it does not take into account the possi-
ble adaptation of an individual as a result from his/her
interaction with the environment (i.e. personal ther-
mal control), which, in turn, may alter his/her expec-
tations, and thus, their thermal sensation and satis-
faction. In particular, the level of comfort perceived
by each individual also depends on their degree of
adaptation to the context and to the environmental
changes, and therefore the specificity of each individ-
ual should be taken into account to learn and predict
comfort satisfaction.

For this reason, some authors have proposed tech-
niques based on learning the perception of comfort by
individuals. For example, in (Feldmeier and Paradiso,
2010) the author proposes a system able to learn in-
dividual thermal preferences using a Nearest Neigh-
bor Classifier, taking into account only four variables
(air temperature, humidity, clothing insulation and
human activity), acquired by means of wearable sen-
sors. In (Schumann et al., 2010), a Nearest Neighbor
Classification-like method was implemented in order
to learn individual user preferences based on histori-
cal data, using only one variable (air temperature). On

other hand in (Daum et al., 2011) the authors propose
a personalized measure of thermal comfort based on
logistic regression to convert user votes to a probabil-
ity of comfort.

In this study we consider such alternative and
more practical approaches to predicting thermal com-
fort through the automatic learning of the comfort
model of each user based on his/her historical records.
We apply the Robust Locally Weighted Regression
technique (Cleveland, 1979) with an Adaptive Band-
width (LRAB), one of the family of statistical pat-
tern recognition methods. Non-parametric regres-
sion methods, or kernel-based methods, are well es-
tablished methods in statistical pattern recognition
(Hastie et al., 2003). These methods do not need any
specific prior relation among data. Hence, there are
no parameter estimates in non-parametric regression.
Instead, to forecast, these methods retain the data
and search through them for past similar cases. This
strength makes non-parametric regression a powerful
method due to its flexible adaptation in a wide vari-
ety of situations. The Robust Locally Weighted Re-
gression is one of a number of nonparametric regres-
sions. It fits data by local polynomial regression and
joins them together. The first version of this method
was first introduced by Cleveland (Cleveland, 1979),
and it was further developed for multivariate models
in (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988).

2 KERNEL METHODS

In this section we describe a class of techniques used
throughout this paper, which achieve flexibility in es-
timating the regression functionf (X) over domain
ℜp by fitting a different but simple model separately
at each query pointx in ℜp. This is done by using
only those observations close to the target pointx to
fit the simple model, and in such a way that the result-

ing estimated function̂f (X) is smooth. This local-
ization is achieved by means of a weighting function
kernelKλ(x,xi), assigning a weight toxi based on its
distance fromx. The kernelsKλ are generally char-
acterized by a parameterλ that is related to the width
of the neighborhood (i.e. kernel bandwidth). In the
next section we first describe the Nadaraya-Watson
kernel-weighted average, then in 2.2 the Robust Lo-
cally Weighted Regression and, finally, in 2.3 the pro-
posed approach to select the kernel bandwidthλ.

2.1 Nadaraya-Watson Kernel Method

Let (xi,yi) denote a response,yi , to a recorded value
xi ∈ ℜp, for i = 1, . . . ,n. In this paperxi denotes the
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environmental variables (inside air temperature, hu-
midity etc.) and the responseyi represents the satis-
faction degree (real-valued from−3 to +3) that the
user has given in response to the conditionxi, and
then stored in a database. The aim is to assess the
response ˆy= f̂ (x) (i.e. predict the degree of satisfac-
tion) for any new input valuex. The approach aims to
estimate a local mean aroundx, giving all the points
in the neighborhood different weights. In particular,
we can assign weights that die off smoothly with dis-
tance to the target point. In the Nadaraya-Watson ker-
nel method (Bishop, 2006) the resulting estimated re-
sponse ˆy is:

f̂ (x) =
∑n

i=1 Kλ(x,xi)yi

∑n
i=1 Kλ(x,xi)

(1)

There are many kernel functionsKλ proposed in
the literature. In this paper we used three different
kernel functions among the most used and which gen-
erally lead to satisfactory results.

2.1.1 Epanechnikov Quadratic Kernel

The Epanechnikov quadratic kernel is defined as fol-
low:

Kλ(x,xi) = D

(
|x− xi|

λ

)
(2)

with

D(σ) =

{
3
4(1−σ2) if |σ| ≤ 1,
0 otherwise.

The smoothing parameterλ, which determines the
width of the local neighborhood, has to be chosen.
Largeλ implies lower variance (it takes into account
more observation points), but higher bias (it assumes
the true function is almost constant inside the win-
dow).

2.1.2 Tricube Kernel

The tricube kernel is another popular compact kernel.
It is still defined by Equation (2) but with:

D(σ) =

{
(1−|σ|3)3 if |σ| ≤ 1,
0 otherwise.

This is flatter on the top than Epanechnikov kernel
and is differentiable at the boundary.

2.1.3 Gaussian Kernel

The Gaussian kernel is a popular non-compact kernel.
It consists in the Gaussian density functionD(σ) =

ψ(σ), which is centered in the query pointx, and with
the standard deviation playing the role of the window
size.

2.2 Robust Locally Weighted
Regression with Adaptive
Bandwidth

This method is based on the work in (Cleveland,
1979). In the following, we will only describe the
proposed LRAB method, while for a more general
description of the robust locally weighted regression,
the readers should refer to the work in (Cleveland,
1979). Before giving precise details on the LRAB
procedure, we attempt to explain the basic idea of
the method. Recall that(xi,yi) denotes a response,
yi , to a recorded valuexi ∈ ℜp, for i = 1, . . . ,n, stored
in a database.The aim is still to assess the response
ŷ= f̂ (x) for a new input valuex. Let b(x) be a vec-
tor of polynomial terms of degreed. For example,
if we have a linear regression (d = 1) in two vari-
ables (p = 2), we haveb(x) = (1,x1,x2), or if we a
quadratic regression (d = 2) in two variables (p= 2),
we haveb(x) = (1,x1,x2

1,x2,x2
2), At each query point

x ∈ ℜp, the aim is to solve:

min
β(x)

n

∑
i=1

Kλ(x,xi)(yi −b(xi)
Tβ(x))2 (3)

to find the estimated function̂f (x) = b(x)T β̂(x). The
kernel will be a function such as those defined in sec-
tion 2.1. This procedure computes the initial fitted
values. Anyway, in the real-world, some recorded
values(xi,yi) could be affected by noise or be un-
reliable. The above procedure doesn’t itself elimi-
nate such values. The general idea to do this, is to
strengthen the above preliminary estimation, assign-
ing a different weightψi to each pairs(xi,yi) based
on the residual(ŷi − yi) (the larger the residual, the
smaller the associated weight). Then, the equation
(3) is computed replacingKλ with ψi ∗Kλ. This is
an iterative procedure. In this way, and generally af-
ter few iterations, the contribution of some eventually
noisy points to the regression is decreased. To achieve
this goal, let us define the bisquare function:

Γ(ξ) = (1− ξ2)2 (4)

for |ξ| < 1; otherwiseΓ(ξ) = 0. Then, for a fixed
new entry pointx, let:

ρi = (ŷi − yi) (5)

be the residuals fori = 1, . . . ,n, between the origi-
nal pointsyi and the estimated points ˆyi (i.e. by means
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Figure 1: Subset of thermal perceived sensation (in PMV
scale) from users vs inside air temperature, humidity and
mean radiant temperature from database (ASHRAE, RP-
884).

of β̂(x)), and letm be the median of the|ρi |. As de-
scribed in (Cleveland, 1979), we now choose robust-
ness weights by:

ψi = Γ(ρi/6m) (6)

At each step of the proposed procedure, the equa-
tion (6) is used to update the weight of the kernel
function in the equation (3) based on the residualρi .
In this way the value of the kernel function in (3) at
each recorded pointxi, is decreased (increased) where
the residual value inxi (i.e. ψi) is too high (too low),
so as to improve the regression for the next step.

2.2.1 Adaptive Bandwidth

In order to choose the bandwidthλ, we first needs
to take into account the fact that the density of the
recorded data may be variable. Figure 1 shows a
global view of a subset of field data from a public
database (ASHRAE, RP-884), which were used for
our tests. In this figure, for all three graphs, it shows
the thermal perception from users (reported with the
PMV scale) in respect to three environmental vari-
ables, i.e. inside air temperature, humidity and mean
radiant temperature (MRT).

As shown in fig. 1, there are areas in which the
data are clustered closely together (in the center),
while, on other hand, other areas are characterised
by sparse data (on the boundaries). If in this situ-
ation we use a fixed value for the bandwidthλ, the
result is what is shown, as an example, in figures 3
and 4. In these figures, we report the residual (i.e. the
difference between the predicted vote and the actual
vote) computing a regression withp = 2 (using in-
side air temperature and humidity) for a random user
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Figure 2: Residual vs inside air temperature, for an user
with 100 records from (ASHRAE, RP-884) using a regres-
sion in 2 variables with a fixed bandwidthλ for the kernel.
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Figure 3: Residual vs humidity, for an user with 100 records
from (ASHRAE, RP-884) using a regression in 2 variables
with a fixed bandwidthλ for the kernel.

with 100 votes stored. It easy to see that the residual
tends to vary with the values of the input variables,
and this is generally an undesired effect for any kind
of predicting technique. That effect occurs because,
using a fixed bandwidth there are less points support-
ing the regression where the data are sparse and, on
other hand, more supporting points where the data are
denser.

In view of this, it would be appropriate to have a
large smoothing parameter where the data are sparse,
and a smaller smoothing parameter where the data are
denser. In this situation an adaptive parameter has
been introduced. Let the ratioν/n (whereν < n), de-
scribe the proportion of the sample which contributes
strictly positive weight to each local regression (for
example if the ratio is 0.7, it means that 70% of the
recorded data contributes to the regression). Once we
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Figure 4: Residual vs inside air temperature, for the user
in figures 2 and 3 using a regression in 2 variables with an
adaptive bandwidthλ for the kernel.
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Figure 5: Residual vs humidity, for the user in figures 2 and
3 using a regression in 2 variables with an adaptive band-
width λ for the kernel.

have chosenν/n (that means we have chosenν, asn
is fixed), we select theν nearest neighbours from the
new entry pointx. Then, the smoothing parameterλ
is denoted by the distance of the most distant neigh-
bour among theν neighbours selected. It should be
noted that the entire procedure requires the choice of
a single parameter setting. This choice generally im-
proves the previous effect, giving rise to a results as
those shown in the figures 4 and 5, where the residual
is kept more constant for both input variables.

2.2.2 The Algorithm

The proposed method can be described by the follow-
ing sequence of operations (table 1): the algorithm
is initialized by setting only one parameter (step 1).
Then, for each new entry pointx (step 2), it first com-

Table 1: Pseudocode for the proposed LRAB.

LRAB

1: Initialize: set parametersν
2: For each entry pointx:

2.1: minimise (3)

2.2: while iterations< max iterationsdo:

2.2.1: for each i compute (6)

2.2.2: minimise (3) replacingKλ with ψi ∗Kλ

2.3: end while

3: end

putes an initial fitting (step 2.1), then it strengthens
the initial regression by the steps 2.2.1 to 2.2.2, per-
forming the sub-procedure described in the previous
section, iteratively. If we haveM new entry pointsx
in total, the steps from 2.1 to 2.3 are repeatedM times
(one time for each new entry point).

3 EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the experimental results ob-
tained from a comparison between the proposed
method and both the Nadaraya-Watson kernel method
and the PMV method. The three kernel functions de-
scribed in section 2.1 are used to compute and com-
pare LRAB and Nadaraya-Watson methods. It should
be noted that, although PMV is not based on a learn-
ing approach, in this paper, we compare our method
with PMV since the latter is the international standard
used to predict comfort in current building design and
operation (ISO, 1994).

In particular, LRAB has been compared with
the aforementioned methods on real data from the
ASHRAE RP-884 database. This collection contains
52 studies with more than 20,000 user comfort votes
from different climate zones. However, some of these
field studies contain only a few votes for each user.
Thus they are not well suited for testing the proposed
algorithm. This is because our approach seeks to learn
the user preferences based on their votes, and it re-
quires sufficiently many data records. For this reason,
only the users with more than 10 votes have been used
to compute the proposed LRAB. After removing the
studies and records as described above we were left
with 5 climate zones, 161 users and 6421 records.

LRAB has been implemented in MatlabTM, using
the trust-region methodto minimize the problem in
(3), with a termination tolerance of 10−6. The exper-
iments have been performed throughleave-one-out
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validation, for each user (i.e. using a single observa-
tion from the original sample as the validation data,
and the remaining observations as the training data).

The algorithms are evaluated considering the
difference |δV| between the computed votes (by
all methods) and the actual vote (reported in the
database). As with the field studies (Ari et al.,
2008),(Schumann et al., 2010), a prediction is defined
to be accurate if|δV|< 0.7.

The computation time depends on the number of
points have to be evaluated for each prediction; for
example, we’ve found that for predictions involving
100 records they take, on average, less than 5 seconds.

In the following tables 2, 3 and 4 are reported the
comparison (in terms of percentage of success) be-
tween LRAB, Nadaraya-Watson and PMV using re-
spectively one, two and three variables.

Table 2: Comparison between LRAB, Nadaraya-Watson
and PMV using only one variable for LRAB and Nadaraya-
Watson, giving percentage accuracies.

Temperature MRT Humidity

PMV 38.47

LRAB

Tricube 64.69 64.42 57.78

Epanechnikov 64.44 64.34 55.91

Gaussian 60.06 61.11 51.90

Nadaraya-Watson

Tricube 49.48 50.19 40.11

Epanechnikov 52.07 53.38 41.89

Gaussian 51.61 52.21 35.55

Tables 2, 3 and 4 illustrate how accurately the
LRAB predicts the actual comfort vote of each user
compared with Nadaraya-Watson and PMV. With
only one variable, LRAB achieves more than 64%
accuracy (using both tricube and Epanechnikov ker-
nels), while PMV only achieves 38% accuracy.
The other considered kernel method, the Nadaraya-
Watson method with 52− 53% accuracy also im-
proves on the PMV method, but doesn’t match the
accuracy of the proposed LRAB method. Similarly
results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for respectively
two and three variables. In particular, the best result is
achieved with three variables where LRAB achieves
69% accuracy with both tricube and Epanechnikov
kernels.

Moreover, one can argue that kernel methods, un-
like PMV, are essentially methods thatlearn from the

Table 3: Comparison between LRAB, Nadaraya-Watson
and PMV using two variables for LRAB and Nadaraya-
Watson, giving percentage accuracies.

Temp. and Hum. Temp. and MRT

PMV 38.47

LRAB

Tricube 66.70 67.03

Epanechnikov 65.91 65.84

Gaussian 65.70 65.14

Nadaraya-Watson

Tricube 39.81 50.87

Epanechnikov 41.12 50.22

Gaussian 38.22 49.81

Table 4: Comparison between LRAB, Nadaraya-Watson
and PMV using three variables for LRAB and Nadaraya-
Watson, giving percentage accuracies.

Temp., Hum and MRT

PMV 38.47

LRAB

Tricube 69.27

Epanechnikov 69.22

Gaussian 65.01

Nadaraya-Watson

Tricube 45.17

Epanechnikov 43.63

Gaussian 50.19

data, and so they require a sufficientamount of data
to give the best results. To test the influence of the
amount of data on the proposed LRAB, we’ve statisti-
cally investigated this effect on a subset of users from
the database (ASHRAE, RP-884). This subset in-
cludes 39 users, with at least 110 comfort votes from
each single user. We investigated the variation of the
percentage of success (according to the accuracy level
|δV|< 0.7) of the LRAB and Nadaraya-Watson using
three input variables, and the PMV, varying the num-
ber of samples used for the above methods in a range
from 10 to 110 samples. The results are shown in fig-
ure 6, showing that from 50 to 110 samples, the accu-
racy of the LRAB (80% in this case) remains roughly
constant. Hence, based on this investigation, we can
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Figure 6: Accuracy vs number of samples using 3 variables
for: LRAB (circle dots), Nadaraya-Watson (square dots)
and PMV (diamond dots).

conclude that the level of accuracy certainly is biased
by the amount of data used in the regression, but this
is true especially for a small amount of data, and the
results do not show much improvement after a certain
threshold. Finally, we can also see that LRAB over-
comes the Nadaraya - Watson method for almost the
entire tested range (from 20 up to 110 samples).

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have proposed the use of
robust locally weighted regression with an adaptive
bandwidth to predict individual thermal comfort. The
approach has been characterized and compared with
an other standard kernel method (i.e. the Nadaraya-
Watson method) and with the traditional PMV ap-
proach. The experiments were carried out using pub-
licly available datasets: they have shown that our
LRAB outperforms both Nadaraya-Watson and the
traditional PMV approaches in predicting thermal
comfort. We also investigated the influence of the
amount of the data used by LRAB on its performance,
concluding that the performance only degrades when
the predicted value is based on just a small number
of samples (less than 40 in this case). Since LRAB
can be computed quickly, and requires only a single
parameter setting that is easily obtained, then if in-
dividual comfort responses are available, this method
is feasible for use as a comfort measure in real time
control. The next step will the extension of the present
work to a similar and more challenging context: bal-
ancing the preferences of a number of different oc-
cupants sharing the same space in buildings (shared
offices)(Wilson, 2012).

This work is part of the Strategic Research Cluster

project ITOBO (supported by the Science Foundation
Ireland), for which we are acquiring occupant comfort
reports and fine grained sensor data, and construct-
ing validated physical models of the building and its
HVAC systems. The intention is then to use the com-
fort reports and sensor data as input to our LRAB
method, and then to use the output of LRAB as the in-
put to intelligent control systems which optimise the
internal comfort for the specific individual occupants.
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